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Summary

This report describes the results of an investigation into the feasibility of
producing an adaptive receiving system for u.h.f. television suitable for rebroadcast links

in situations where, with standard techniques, there would be unacceptable interference.

The system is designed to adjust continuously the directivity pattern ofa receiving aerial

array so as to steer minima onto the bearings of unwanted transmissions.

An experimental equipment was constructed and shown to work successfully.

Its design and performance are discussed and suggestions are made for an improved

system designed to overcome some limitations in its performance.

The field of application to rebroadcast links is discussed.

1. Introduction

When providing a u.h.f. service in which the majority

of transmitters obtain the programme by means of a

rebroadcast link (r.b.i.), i.e. by receiving the transmission

of another broadcast transmitter, there will inevitably occur

some cases where the provision of a link is difficult due to

the presence of interfering transmissions within the received

channel.

In these circumstances several approaches to the

problem may be possible. For example, one or more s.h.f.

links may be used to bring the signal from a more

favourable receiving site, or a very large high-gain aerial

array may be used. in some cases, such as the Channel

Islands, s.h.f. links would need to be sited at sea which may
be technically or economically impracticable, as would be a

sufficiently large and rigid high-gain aerial structure on

land. One further method is to use a simpler aerial

structure together with an adaptive receiving system such as

that suggested by Widrow et al.' Such a system

automatically makes continuous adjustments to the receiv-

ing aerial directivity pattern so as to discriminate against

interfering signals. Although such an adaptive system can

only reject a limited number of sources of interference at

any one time, the directions of rejection are continuously

adjusted for the prevailing conditions. It can thus deal

with many possible sources of interference including those

not envisaged when the aerial system was built and can

adjust for the presence of different interfering signals at

different times as a result of propagation changes. The

system will also adjust for aerial changes such as differential

feeder expansion with temperature which would de-phase

the elements of a fixed array, and can even operate (with

some reduction in performance) if part of the aerial system

is damaged or temporarily removed.

As an initial step, a computer simulation of a simple

adaptive system was undertaken in order to investigate the

adaptive process.* This work gave useful information on a

number of aspects of the system but it was decided at that

stage that the construction of an experimental equipment

would be more instructive than fuller computer studies.

This was because of the impossibility of predicting all the

instrumental deficiencies of a working equipment and

because to take into account foreseeable instrumentalities

(such as stray coupling between aerials and feeders and non-

linearities in the control elements) would require imprac-

ticably complex programming.

The experimental equipment is described in the

following sections of this report.

2. General description

The equipment is required to perform two basic

functions: to detect the presence of interference and

measure its magnitude, and to manipulate the directivity

pattern of the receiving aerial system so as to minimise the

pick-up of interference. The method by- which these

functions were achieved in the experimental prototype is

best described by reference to the block schematic of

Fig. 1. Because of the nature of a television waveform the

first function may be carried out by examining the signal

during the synchronising pulses when the transmitted wave-

form is known and not affected by the picture signal. The

second function is achieved electronically by controlling

attenuators associated with each aerial unit.

2.1 Quadrature attenuators

The receiving aerial system comprises a number of

separate aerials the outputs of which are fed through

* The computer study, and some of the initial electronic design of

the experimental equipment, was carried out by A. Brown.

(RA-84)



individual electrically controlled attenuators (Fig. 1, A-,—

A4) before being combined to form the r.f. signal input to

the control-system receiver and the rebroadcast receiver or

translator. The system described has been examined using

four Yagi aerials but the principle is not limited to any

specific number or type of aerials. The amplitude and

phase of the contribution of each aerial can be controlled

by application of d.c. to the two control ports of the

quadrature attenuator. These controls actually operate by

varying the amplitude of the in-phase and quadrature

components of the aerial output expressed as a complex

number. There are thus eight controls in all, two per

attenuator.

In operation, trial modifications are made to the

control potentials of a randomly-selected number of

attenuator controls. This is achieved by adding to the

standing control voltages a test waveform consisting of a

succession of rectangular pulses as half-line frequency coin-

ciding in time and duration with every other line synchronis-

ing pulse of the wanted television signal. Thus line syn-

chronising pulses are received alternately with one direc-

tivity pattern of the aerial system — the "normal" con-

dition — then with the directivity pattern slightly changed

by the application of the test waveform to the complex

attenuators — the "test" condition.

2.2 Received signal processing

The output of the control receiver B is fed to a

synchronising-pulse separator C and control-pulse generator

D to provide the timing and control waveforms for the

entire equipment. The receiver output is also fed through

gate E, which opens only to pass the line synchronising

pulses, to the main error-signal chain. The operation of

the error-signal chain is described in more detail in the

following sections of this report. For the present brief

outline the items F to L may be regarded merely as

subtracting a relatively noise-free synchronising pulse from

each synchronising pulse plus interference that appears at

the output of gate E, thus producing at the inputs to gates

Ml, l\/12 a train of interference pulses. These gates pass the

"test" and "normal" pulses respectively to the comparator

N.

2.3 Comparator

This comparator, together with the following integra-

tor Q, assesses the relative levels of interference on normal

and test line synchronising pulses for one field period

(20 ms). If at the end of this period the change of

directivity pattern introduced in the test periods by the

test waveform has produced an improvement in the

measured interference level, then the appropriate command
is fed to the attenuator controls R and the standing control

voltages are changed to make the test directivity pattern the

new reference condition. If no improvement has been

achieved, the previous reference condition is allowed to

remain. In either case the test waveform is applied, during

the next field period, to a different randomly-selected

group of attenuator controls and the process is repeated

continuously.

2.4 Sequence generator

The pseudo-random sequence generator T determines

the selection of which attenuator controls out of the eight

should have the test waveform applied and also the polarity

of the test pulse at each individual control. Dwelling for

20 msec in each condition and with about 3500 different

combinations this cycle takes just over a minute to

complete. However, in terms of the change of directivity

pattern produced, many of these conditions give very

similar results and it is not necessary for the equipment to

pass through even one complete cycle before a useful

degree of adaptation takes place.

3. Detailed description

3.1 Error-signal chain

In the simple system described in the foregoing

section, one of the most effective ways of removing

interference would be to adjust all the attenuator controls

to give zero output. This, unfortunately, would also

remove the wanted signal and, to avoid this, it is necessary

to make the equipment respond not to the absolute

interference level but to the signal-to-interference ratio.

This is achieved by passing the signal through a logarithmic

amplifier, F. The absolute level of interference at the

output of this amplifier is proportional to the interference-

to-signal ratio at its input. For correct operation of the

logarithmic amplifier the d.c. component of the video input

signal must be preserved.

It may appear that all that is necessary for detecting

interference is to subtract a perfect, locally generated

synchronising pulse from the synchronising-pulse plus

interference, as obtained at the output of the amplifier F.

This, however, would not be satisfactory if the received

synchronising pulse were distorted or if the application of

the test waveform produced a variation in the level of the

wanted signal. Either of these effects could then produce

spurious error signals. This is avoided by subtracting,

instead, the actual received synchronising pulse, with any

accompanying interference, after transmission through a

2-line delay, G and a low-pass filter H as shown in Fig. 1.

This method has an unwanted side effect in that inter-

ference frequencies below the filter cut-off frequency of

300 kHz which are close to multiples of half-line frequency

or zero are also cancelled in the subtraction process. No
error signal is therefore produced by interference in these

narrow frequency bands and the system will not adapt.

For other frequencies below 300 kHz, and all

frequencies above, the interference is not cancelled and the

normal error signal output is obtained. It is not possible

to reduce the cut-off frequency of the filter as significant

distortions to the synchronising pulses occur in the

frequency range below 300 kHz. These must be cancelled

so as to avoid any consequent reduction in system

sensitivity.

The error signal from the subtraction unit passes

through a 3-5 ;Us gate to remove the leading and trailing



edges of the pulse together with any transient distortion

that these edges may have acquired in transmission or in

earlier stages of the equipment.

The subjective impairment caused by coherent inter-

ference on a television picture is greater than that caused by

random noise of the same peak amplitude. Since the

adaptive system assesses interference and noise on the basis

of their peak amplitudes it is necessary to provide some

means to reduce the sensitivity to random noise relative to

coherent interference in order that the system may adapt

to a condition close to the subjective optimum. This is

achieved in unit L of Fig. 1 by splitting the 5-5 MHz
bandwidth of the error signal into a number of narrow

bands each with its own detector. The largest of the

individual detector outputs is taken as the input to the

gates Ml, M2. Any c.w. interference will come through

one or other of these filters unattenuated but noise will be

reduced by the ratio of the filter bandwidth to the overall

bandwidth. The narrowness of individual filters is limited

by the width of the narrowed synchronising pulses

(3-5 /Us) to about 280 kHz (-3 dB) overall for bandpass

filters. Most of the band is covered with overlapping

(at — 1 dB points) coupled-pair bandpass circuits of this

width. In the region of 2-5 and 5 MHz, wider filters are

used with reduced gain since the eye is less sensitive to

interference at these frequencies. Below 200 kHz low-pass

filters can be used and these can have a smaller bandwidth

with advantage. Low pass filters of 140, 190 and 280 kHz

bandwidth are in fact used.

Fig. 2 shows the effect of the multiple filters. The
dotted curve represents the ideal weighting for c.w.

interference relative to wide-band noise; this was deduced

from subjective tests together with the CCIR protection

ratio curves. The solid curve shows the weighting curve

obtained in this equipment. The full desired weighting of

16 dB could not be achieved between 100 kHz and 1 MHz
because of the wide bandwidth of the filters in this region

necessitated by considerations of pulse rise time.

The output from the multiple detectors is switched

by the gates Ml, M2 which open on alternate lines, and is

stored by peak detectors whose outputs are compared by

the comparator N. This comparator determines which of

an adjacent pair of error signals is the greater, its output

being a pulse which steps a reversible binary counter Q in

the appropriate direction. This counter integrates these

pulses over one field. Since the peak detectors and

comparator may have small errors which would bias the

system in one direction, the test pulse is interchanged

between even and odd lines at the end of every 16-line

period. The polarity of the comparator output is also

reversed at the same time to compensate and, by this

means, any systematic unbalance in the comparator chain

is cancelled out.

3.2 Comparator integrator

At the end of one field period, the sense of the

integrator output is determined and if it shows that the

application of the test waveform has, on average, produced

an improvement, then the standing control voltages on the

appropriate aerial controls are adjusted and the test

condition becomes the reference condition for the next

field period.

Allowing for the field blanking interval, during which

interference detection is suppressed and the attenuator

control selection is changed, and for the periods lost during
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the 16-line reversal switching, the equipment makes 230

odd/even line comparisons in each field period. Generally,

any improvement in signal-to-interference ratio caused by

the application of the test waveform is small and the effect

of random noise and short-term gain instability in the

error-signal chain is such that the algebraic sum of the pulse

outputs from the comparator over.one field period is within

the capacity of the ± 64 reversible counter, Q. If,

however, the improvement is large, the counter can reach

the limit of its range before the end of the field period. In

this case, a command signal is immediately given to the

aerial attenuator control to revise the reference condition.

The counter store is then cleared and counting re-starts;

thus up to four command steps can be given in one field

period.

3.3 Electrically-controlled quadrature attenuators and

r.f. combining unit

It is necessary for the operation of the adaptive

system to be able to control both the amplitude and phase

of the individual aerial contributions. In the arrangement

used, this adjustment is actually obtained by two quadra-

ture amplitude controls. P-l-N diodes are used as control

elements. At u.h.f. this type of diode provides a linear

resistive element whose impedance can be varied over a

wide range (1 ohm to 10,000 ohms) by the application of a

small, variable, direct current. Both internally generated

noise and intermodulation products are very low. Two
diodes are used in conjunction with a 3 dB directional

coupler to make one quadrature attenuator. The

contributions from the separate attenuators are combined

by further directional couplers after passing through isola-

ting amplifiers.

The principle of operation of the quadrature attenua-

tor, a circuit diagram of which is given in Fig. 3, is for the

incoming signal to be split, by the coupler, into two

components equal in amplitude but in phase quadrature.

control

voltages

A D
3dB

directional

coupler

Fig. 3 - Quadrature attenuator

These two outputs are both terminated by p-i-n diodes, D1

and D2, with individual d.c. current controls but with

one diode fed through an extra eighth wavelength (at

midband) of feeder. If the control current through both

diodes is adjusted for a perfect match between the diodes

and lines (approximately 200 yuA) then no power will

appear in the fourth arm of the coupler. If one or both of

these currents are changed then some of the u.h.f. input

signal will be reflected back into the coupler and will

appear at the fourth arm, the output voltage being

proportional to both the r.f. input and the change in the

control d.c.

Since the total path length via one diode is X/4 longer

than that via the other, the two contributions to the output

will be in phase quadrature. If the control current for one

contribution is continuously changed in one direction then

that contribution will first reduce to zero amplitude and

then increase again with the opposite polarity.

A polar plot of the performance of a typical

quadrature attenuator is shown in Fig. 4. The non-

linearity is due to imperfections in the match of source and

load and in the simple coupler used. The minimum loss is

about 3-5 dB compared to that of 3 dB for an ideal system.

Fig. 4 - Polar plot of quadrature attenuator outputs

3.4 Aerial integrators

The d.c. controls for the r.f. attenuators are obtained

from digital to analogue convertors (d.a.c.s) following

reversible 8-bit binary counters used as integrators. The
outputs of these d.a.c.s are combined with the test

waveform as dictated by the aerial control selector. Limit

stops are provided on the individual counters and the

application of test waveforms to the corresponding controls

may be inhibited to eliminate the possibility of any counter

trying to step outside its range.

In order to avoid all controls being set near minimum
gain, giving little signal for the receiver to work on, a

detector circuit for this condition is provided. This

circuit drives all controls outwards from the null point

until at least one exceeds half maximum output. At this

point the normal adaptive process takes over.

3.5 The test-waveform amplitude

A compromise is necessary in determining the ampli-

tude of the test waveform. A small pulse permits the



equipment to examine the effect of small changes in the

relative phases and amplitudes of the several contributions

of the aerials. This is particularly valuable in the final

stages of adaptation so as to place a deep, narrow minimum
of response on a precise bearing but, as a result, particularly

in the early stages of adaptation, the change in signal-to-

interference ratio is so small as to be masked by noise in the

error-signal channel. The equipment will then fail to adapt.

With a large test waveform the equipment may be unable to

perceive the optimum adjustment required to produce the

best possible suppression of interference. A further

limitation with a large test waveform is that, in general, it

will cause a significant change in the gain of the aerial

system to the wanted signal. This change will tend to

increase with the amplitude of the test waveform and the

number of controls to which it is applied. These changes

will vary from field to field and the resulting amplitude

modulation of the synchronising pulses can give an objec-

tionable flicker in many receivers; they must therefore be

severely limited.

At this point it is necessary to draw a distinction

between the magnitude of the test waveform pulse and that

of the control step that is applied if the result of the test is

favourable. In the description of the equipment given in

Section 2 it was implied that these are identical but it is not

essential to the operation of the equipment that this must
be so. A limitation on the maximum permissible size of

the control step is needed because the system cannot

guarantee to approach closer to the ideal condition than

half a control step on each control. Furthermore, since the

result of each field-period test is assessed statistically by the

comparator in the presence of random noise in the error

chain, some tests will give a positive result even when the

effect on signal-to-noise ratio is slightly unfavourable. A
combination of these effects could give a total error

equivalent to several steps. An error of this size can in

itself be objectionable when strong interferences are present

and adaptation is nearly complete. Furthermore, the

visibility of this interference is made worse by the statistical

variations from field to field because a low frequency

flicker is subjectively very annoying.

The use of a test pulse amplitude less than that of the

smaller value adopted would cause adaptation to cease in

many circumstances with the existing equipment. The
larger amplitude test waveform causes considerable flicker

on many receivers, but since the level of interference when
it is used is normally rated as at least "somewhat
objectionable" and this condition only persists for a few
seconds it is thought that it would be acceptable.

3.6 Control selection

As stated earlier, the test waveform is applied to a

number of attenuator control ports selected pseudo-

randomly with a further pseudo-random choice of the

polarity of the applied step at each port. This gives the

equipment greater freedom to explore the possible varia-

tions of its aerial directivity pattern than would be possible

if the test waveform were merely applied to each separate

port in turn. Some compromise is necessary in deter-

mining the maximum number of controls to be operated at

any one time, as has been mentioned in Section 3.5.

Experience with the experimental equipment indica-

ted that limiting the maximum number to 5 was a

reasonable compromise. Taking all combinations of 5

from 8, with a choice of positive or negative polarity at

each port, gives a total of 3488 combinations. Dwelling

for 20 msec on each combination, the complete cycle

occupies approximately 70 seconds. With this number of

combinations it is not sufficient to use an ordered sequence

such as that provided by a simple ternary counter since

some of the eight controls would not receive a test

waveform for up to 23 seconds. A much better system is

to use a pseudo-random ternary sequence,^ for which each

of the eight controls will be used at least once in every

eight fields.

A generator to provide a pseudo-random ternary

sequence for eight elements would be very complex.
Fortunately, a satisfactory alternative was found in the

form of a relatively simple seven-element sequence genera-

tor and a single-stage ternary counter.

The system adopted in the experimental equipment
to reconcile these conflicting requirements is as follows.

Two alternative test pulse amplitudes are used, depending

on the level of the error signal. When the error signal is

large, i.e. in the early stages of adaptation, the larger size of

test pulse is applied. When the error signal falls to a

predetermined level the test pulse is automatically reduced

to about one third of its initial magnitude.

The magnitude of the control step adopted is 1/125

of the range of the quadrature attenuator control from zero

to maximum. This was found to be about the maximum
that could be tolerated and is slightly smaller than the lesser

of the two alternative test pulse amplitudes. The effect of

making the control change slightly smaller than is required

to reach the test condition may be to give an effective aerial

directivity pattern that is less favourable. Any error of this

type will be small and rapidly corrected by further stages of

adaptation.

4. Aerials

The design of the aerials for use with the adaptation

system is not critical and may well be varied from site to site

to suit local conditions. The experimental work described

in this report did not cover this aspect, apart from trials

with an elementary system of four Yagi aerials described

later. Some general considerations of design are, however,

worth stating.

The individual aerials can be of any degree of

complexity from single dipoles to multi-element arrays,

but it will generally be advantageous, where the wanted
station is fixed as in rebroadcast links, to use multi-element

arrays oriented for maximum response on the bearing of

the wanted transmission as these will give additional

protection against interference arriving from other direc-

tions. Aerials need not be widely spaced unless it is

necessary to reject interference on bearings close to that of



the wanted signal. Aerials can be spaced vertically as well

as horizontally if it is required to discrinninate against

interference arriving from different angles of elevation.

It is not necessary to adjust the relative phases of the

contributions from individual aerials on installation as this

is taken care of automatically by the adaptive system.

However, the feeder cable lengths should be adjusted for

approximately equal delay-times of the wanted-signal paths

via each aerial in order to avoid the possibility of a

significant degree of frequency selectivity in the response

when the aerial signals are combined.

If it is required to provide r.b.l. reception from several

co-sited u.h.f. transmitters on different frequency channels,

only one array of aerials is necessary provided that its

bandwidth is sufficient but a separate set of adaptive

equipment, including the quadrature aerial attenuators, is

required to deal with each transmission.

5. Performance of the experimental equipment

5.1 General considerations

In order to test the equipment four ten-element Yagi

aerials in a broadside array, spaced 0-9 m apart and oriented

for maximum response in the direction of the Crystal

Palace u.h.f. transmitter, were mounted on the roof of the

laboratory. Five additional similar aerials were mounted,

facing towards the receiving array, in an arc at various

angles up to + 50° relative to the bearing of the wanted

transmission. These aerials were used to radiate inter-

fering signals and, for the same injected signal levels, gave

similar amplitudes (within ± 4 dB) out of the individual

receiving aerials. Where an input signal-to-interference

ratio in the unadapted condition is quoted, it refers to the

ratio at the output of one receiving aerial; this of course is

unaffected by adaptation.

5.2 Interference beat frequency

The difficulty of adapting when the interference

frequencies in the video signal are equal, or close, to zero

or integral multiples of half-line frequency below about

300 kHz was discussed in Section 3.1. This is illustrated

in Fig. 5 which shows the adapted signal-to-interference

ratio for a single c.w. interference, measured objectively at

the video output of the receiver, as a function of the beat

frequency. The complete curve of the cyclic variation is

drawn only up to some 40 kHz; from there up to 500 kHz

only the upper and lower limits of the curve are shown.

The slight reduction in sensitivity between 2 MHz and

3-5 MHz was introduced deliberately to take account of the

subjective reduction in susceptibility to interference in this

region (see Fig. 2). The curve for interference from

another television signal would be similar but the final

adapted signal-to-interference ratio would be slightly

poorer.

5.3 Interference amplitude

If the peak amplitude of the interference is greater

than - 16 dB relative to that of the wanted signal at the

output of the receiver, the simple type of synchronising

pulse separator used does not operate satisfactorily and the

system will not adapt. It was found that, after initial

adaptation, the input interference level could be raised until

it was about equal to the wanted signal and good

interference rejection was still maintained for considerable

periods. If such a high level of interference was

maintained, however, any large and sudden change in d.c.

picture level would cause the adaptive receiver momentarily

to lose synchronisation and revert to an unadapted state.

5.4 Output signal-to-interference ratio after adaptation

5.4.1 One interference

With one interfering signal the adapted signal-to-

interference ratio is determined chiefly by the noise level of

the error-signal channel and is not affected significantly by

the input signal-to-interference ratio. In the case of c.w.

interference this adapted ratio, in peak-to-peak terms, is

approximately 60 dB when the interference beat frequency

is in the region where the equipment is most sensitive (See

Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5 - Single c. w. in terference.

Typical adapted ratio.

When the interfering signal is a television trans-

mission, the adapted signal-to-interference ratio depends on

what part of the interference modulation waveform co-

incides in time with the wanted-signal line synchronising

pulse. If the two synchronising pulses coincide exactly,

the interference is treated as c.w. of carrier frequency. If,

as will generally be the case, part of the active line of the

interfering signal coincides with the wanted synchronising

pulse, then the picture content will affect the degree of

adaptation, a dark picture giving better adaptation than a

light one. With typical pictures the adapted peak-to-peak

signal to peak-to-peak interference ratio is about 8 dB

worse than with c.w.

A special case of television-signal interference occurs

when the carrier-beat frequency is close to zero or a

multiple of half-line frequency below 300 kHz, a condition

which with c.w. interference produces no adaptation. In



such a case a measure of adaptation can be obtained, the

error signal being generated by video-frequency components

in the interfering signal. The degree of adaptation is very

variable depending on the picture content, if the picture

contains little detail on a plain grey background, virtually

no adaptation occurs, while fully saturated colour bars will

give full adaptation.

Experiments with the laboratory model showed

that if one interference is applied there is a period of 5 to

10 seconds during which little visible adaptation occurs.

This is followed by a few seconds of very rapid adaptation

which reduces the interference to within some 5 to 10 dB
of its final level and a further period of some minutes

during which the final adapted condition is achieved. This

type of behaviour in adaptive systems has been reported

elsewhere.

5.4.2. Multiple interferences

If more than one interference is applied simulta-

neously, the process of adaptation is slowed down and the

final signal-to-interference ratio achieved is lower. For

example, after a period of about one minute the adapted

signal-to-interference ratio is on average about 10 dB worse

with two interferences than with one and after a further

period of up to ten minutes the difference is reduced to

about 5 dB. If the interfering signals are fading, as

frequently occurs in practice, then the adaptation process

can speed up appreciably.

5.5 Performance tests

A short series of subjective tests was carried out using

various combinations of c.w. and television signals as

sources of interference. The level of each individual

interfering signal was — 20 dB relative to the wanted signal.

The frequencies of the interfering carriers were between

400 kHz and 1 IVlHz relative to the wanted carrier, the

exact beat frequencies being adjusted to produce patterns

on the screen with slopes at about 45°.

The results are summarised in Fig. 6, in which the

tests are classified in groups in terms of a parameter m — n

where m is the number of receiving aerials and n is the

number of interferences. The diagram shows the mean and

standard deviation of the subjective assessments in each

group of tests.

A similar series of objective measurements were also

made and the results are shown in Fig. 7 in terms of the

ratio of peak-to-peak wanted signal to peak-to-peak inter-

ference at the video output of the receiver.

It is apparent from both of these sets of measure-

ments that the ability of the system to cope with multiple

interferences is dependent on the number of aerials in the

receiving array. Assuming that the equipment has

complete freedom to explore all possible variations of its

aerial directivity pattern it should, in theory, adapt

perfectly provided that (m — n)>1. In practice, however,

because the adjustment is quantised with a limited range of

step sizes and also because the residual noise level in the

error signal channel sets a lower limit to the size of

beneficial test change that the equipment can recognise and

respond to, the progressive reduction of m — n produces a

progressive deterioration in the adapted signal-to-noise

ratio.
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6. Discussion of performance and requirements

for an operational system

Since the basic system has been shown to be effective

in rejecting or reducing interference, it is recommended
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that further development should be undertaken, but a

number of Improvements to the performance of the

experimental equipment must be made before It can

become useful operational equipment for r.b.l. use.

One of the most important of these concerns the

frequency response shown in Fig. 5. The failure to adapt

to interference producing beat frequencies close to zero and

multiples of half-line frequency would be unacceptable

because co-channel interference from other television

channels with nominally zero offset is very likely to occur

in conditions of abnormal propagation and also because

beat frequencies at multiples of line frequency produce the

most visible screen patterns.
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Another improvement which is required concerns the

change of gain of the wanted signal which occurs during the

test pulse period. This change will give brilliance variations

on those receivers which either d.c. restore on the tips of

the synchronising pulses or derive an a.g.c. control voltage

from measurement of synchronising pulse amplitude. It

would also interfere with another adaptive receiving system

if two were run in tandem at different sites in a transmitter

network. For both of these reasons the change of gain

during the test pulse should be reduced as far as is

practicable.

Since multiple interference is very likely to occur in

practice the number of aerials should be increased so as to

give improved performance under these conditions.

There are also many small points in the instrumenta-

tion of the equipment that should receive attention. These

principally involve drift and noise. The requirements in

these respects are considerably more severe than in normal

television equipment, remembering that the equipment is

attempting to observe small changes in interference levels

down to 60 dB below that of the desired signal.

7. A proposed adaptive receiving system

7.1 General

This section contains outline proposals for a system

that will largely overcome the difficulties considered in the

previous section. Whilst the general form of the proposed

system is very similar to that of the experimental version, a

number of changes are envisaged in order to improve the

performance in respect of the range of interference

tiequencies to which it will adapt, the final level of

adaptation, the amplitude of test waveform impressed on

the output signal, long term drift and economy of

components.

7.2 Design Features

In order to eliminate the blind spots in the beat

frequency range of the experimental equipment that

occurred close to zero and multiples of half line frequency,

it is proposed to change the method by which the error

signal is derived.*

* Provisional Patent Specification No. 30965/71

.
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Beat frequencies in the range from a few liertz to

4 kHz are measured by examining the envelope of the line

synchronising pulses over a complete field period. The

aerial system is switched between the reference and test

conditions on alternate lines (as in the original equipment)

but for dealing with this range of frequencies the odd and

even line synchronising pulse envelopes are separately

detected and then compared.

The range from 300 kHz to 5-5 MHz is dealt with in

the same manner as in the original equipment, but the delay

line is no longer required.

The intermediate range, from 4 kHz to 300 kHz, is

covered by measurements made during the black-level

intervals between the equalising pulses in the field blanking

period. The reference and test conditions each have a

duration of one seventh of a line and fifteen pairs of

measurements are made in each field blanking interval.

In order to improve the adapted signal-to-interference

ratio, particularly with several interfering signals present

simultaneously, a number of modifications to the original

system are proposed. The number of separate aerials in the

receiving array that can be accommodated is increased to

eight, the magnitude of the test waveform pulse and control

step made variable over a wider range, controlled auto-

matically by the interference level, and a digital error-signal

comparator, less subject to asymmetry and drift, used

instead of an analogue comparator.

To remove as far as possible the amplitude modula-

tion of the wanted signal produced by the application of

the test waveform, the combined r.f. signal from the

quadrature attenuators is passed through another elec-

tronically-controlled attenuator with a range of ± 1 dB.

This forms part of a fast a.g.c. system, the control voltage

being obtained from the low-frequency error signal channel.

Amplitude stabilisation in this way also removes the need

for the logarithmic amplifier.

An improved design of synchronising-pulse separator

will permit the system to commence adaptation on lower

signal-to-interference ratios.

As a result of simplification in design, the complexity

of the equipment required for the revised system, even with

provision for the use of up to eight aerials, will be less than

that of the original experimental system with a consequent

saving in component cost.

8. Uses of an adaptive receiving system

When a u.h.f. television transmitter site has been

selected for optimum service area coverage and investigation

has shown that co-channel interference to the rebroadcast

link will be troublesome with a standard r.b.l. aerial, there

are at present three ways in which the trouble can be

minimised;

a) by using an intermediate r.b.l. pick-up point plus

an s.h.f. link;

b) by using a more complex conventional r.b.l.

receiving aerial;

c) by choosing an alternative transmitter site.

The adaptive system would offer a fourth method of

overcoming interference problems.

It is worth noting at this point that a diversity system

may be regarded as a very elementary form of adaptive

reception and that the more advanced form considered in

this report would be expected to give much better results

for a given complexity of aerial system.

With regard to (a), above, s.h.f. links are expensive

and although no firm costing for an adaptive system is yet

available it is expected (on the basis of relaying two
television programmes) that the cost would be less than

half of that of an s.h.f. link; in addition the system would

not require the site needed for the link transmitter, Thus

an adaptive receiver would always be preferred on economic

grounds, provided it could give adequate reliability and

performance. It could also be considered for use at

smaller transmitters for which the cost of an s.h.f. link

would not be justified. Furthermore, some main stations

are situated in locations where no intermediate link is

practicable as in the Channel Islands.

With regard to (b), the discrimination against inter-

fering signals that can be obtained from a conventional

fixed aerial system is limited in practice both in respect of

the minimum angular separation between the wanted and

interfering signals and of the maximum discrimination

obtainable irrespective of bearing. To produce a minimum
in the directivity pattern within a few degrees of the

bearing of the wanted signal demands a degree of stability

in the aerial and feeder geometry that is difficult, if not

impossible, to maintain over long periods. The maximum
discrimination against a signal arriving from any direction

that can be obtained with a conventional aerial system is

limited to about 30 dB by scatter from local reflecting

objects. The magnitudes and phases of these locally

reflected signal components will vary with temperature,

weather and seasonal conditions and hence cannot be

compensated in a fixed system, even on an adjust-on-test

basis. Neither of these limitations apply to an adaptive

system, provided that the conditions that require to be

compensated do not change at a rate too fast for the

adaptation process to follow.

With regard to (c), any change of the transmitter site

that entails a significant loss of coverage will usually require

an increase in the total number of transmitters required to

serve the area. This involves an increase in cost and may

lead to planning difficulties because of the limited number

of available u.h.f. channels.

There are a number of stations at present in the

planning stage where the adaptive system could be of

benefit. They can be separated into categories as follows;

1) Main stations in very difficult situations where no

intermediate link is possible.
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2) Stations where the chief sources of interference

are on bearings close to that of the wanted trans-

mitter or produce signals of high level.

3) Stations for which a transnnitter site giving poorer

coverage than some other possible site has been

proposed because of r.b.l. difficulties.

In the first category, the case of the Channel Islands

is of major importance. The reception point would

probably be on Alderney using as the parent station either

Stockland Hill, Rowridge or Beacon Hill. Since reception

conditions are very similar from all three of these stations,

the reception of Rowridge will be discussed, more informa-

tion being available at present for this case.

The levels of protected field strength* quoted include

the protection against interference that is provided by the

directivity of the standard r.b.l. aerial.

Table 1 gives information on the measured field

strength from Rowridge at Alderney, a distance of

123-1 km.

*The protected field strength represents the necessary strength of a

received signal to ensure that it exceeds all interfering signals by a

sufficient margin to protect picture quality.

Table 1

Field strength dB (;uV/m) exceeded for % time

99-9% 99% 50% 10% 5% 1%

43 53 66 82 86 91

Table 2 shows details of the principal sources of

interference. The figures have been calculated using the

standard computer programme and assuming a standard

r.b.l. aerial (± 10° to - 3 dB points, - 30 dB at rear).

It will be seen from these two tables that both Brest

and Surtain give a sufficiently strong field for 5% of the

time to cause interference to the wanted signal when at its

median level of 66 dB (yuV/m). A further three

transmitters give fields in excess of the required protection

ratio for more than 1% of the time. When the fading of

the wanted signal from Rowridge is taken into account the

number of probable sources of interference rises to about

ten. Under exceptional propagation conditions, or when
Rowridge radiates with reduced power, further stations

could occasionally give interference. Allowing for a

reasonable diversity factor, an eight aerial adaptive receiving

system should be able to reduce these interferences to

insignificance.

Table 2

Transmitter Channels Polarisation
Relative

Bearing

Wanted signal field strength,

dB(^V/m), protected for: —
50% time 95% time 99% time

Sandy Heath 21, 24,27,31 H 2° 12-5 62-2 75-6

Blaen Plwyff 21, 24,27,31 H -53° <0 40-9 56-1

Chagford 21,24, 27,31 V -75° <0 62-4 64-6

Helston 21, 24, 27,31 V -107° <0 49-4 60-3

Aberdare 21, 24, 27,31 V -49° <0 36-1 46-9

Scilly 21, 24,27,31 V -113° <0 25-9 49-8

France

Brest 21, 24,27 H 168° 22-2 72-1 78-4

Lille 21, 24,27 H -46° <0 51-6 73-1

Surtain 21, 24,27 H 103° 17-1 72-1 72-3

Denmark

Sundeved 24 H 20° <0 34-3 53-5

Norway

Mandel 24 H -2° <0 40 56-4

Flaam 21, 24 H -6° <0 31-4 48-3

Brunlanes 21 H -3° <0 37-6 54-3

Sauda 27 H -5° <0 18-9 35-7

Holland

Lopik 27 H 31° <0 49-1 69-5

Roermond 31 H 42° <0 34-5 46-7
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Up to the present time there have been a number of

sites where the conditions could be considered to lie in the

second or third categories and one of the principal

problems of planning is to adjust the plan so as to avoid

these conditions, even at the expense of limiting the service

in certain areas or having to provide extra linl<s or

transmitters.

In addition to the above three categories of stations

in the planning stage there is a fourth category in which the

adaptive system could be of value. This comprises stations,

already operational or fully planned, at which r.b.l.

reception is initially satisfactory but later is impaired by

interference that was not originally anticipated. This

interference could either be a new source or a change in old

source such as a change of power or offset.

Because of the promise shown, improvements re-

quired for an operational system have been considered

(Sections 6 and 7), the applications have been reviewed

(Section 8) and a prototype suitable for field trials is being

constructed. It can be expected that, with the proposed

design improvements, the system would give a feed at

u.h.f. suitable for a standard translator or re-broadcast

receiver, and would reject one or two strong interfering

signals to the imperceptible level. It would also ensure a

good quality picture with several interfering signals present

under conditions when the picture would suffer very

objectionable interference with a normal receiving system.

If the received signal suffers from excessive fading but

is otherwise of adequate field strength, then by spacing the

adaptive system aerials vertically the resulting adjustable

vertical directivity should minimise any degradation of the

signal-to-noise ratio caused by fading.

8.1 Other applications

One other possible application for the adaptive

receiving system is for monitoring purposes when it is

desired to be able to receive one or more slave stations at a

main station although a picture to r.b.l. standards is not

necessary. Under these conditions the received signal is

liable to be weak and subject to considerable interference.

The adaptive system could considerably improve the

picture received in such a situation, particularly if locally

generated synchronising pulses suitably delayed were used

for locking purposes. Brief tests on the experimental

equipment, using this technique of injecting clean synchro-

nising pulses from a local source, indicate that adaptation

will start with signal-to-interference ratios of the order of

— 10 dB. With minor modifications to improve the

performance for this particular application it is probable

that even poorer signal-to-interference ratios could be

accommodated.

9. Conclusions

The equipment discussed in this report has demonstra-

ted the feasibility of constructing adaptive receiving systems

for u.h.f. television re-broadcast links. The laboratory

prototype described operated successfully under simulated

interference conditions. This can be regarded as having

proved the main principle adopted, namely the continuous

automatic adjustment of the receiving aerial directivity

pattern, using quadrature u.h.f. attenuators in each of the

separate aerial feeders, according to a quasi-random trial-

and-error procedure aimed at maximising the signal-to-

interference ratio obtained from the combined u.h.f. signal.
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